Information yield from routine pre-operative chest radiography and electrocardiography.
Studies in First-World settings suggest that routine pre-operative investigations are of minimal usefulness. A retrospective study of 797 case records determined the yield of significant information from routine chest radiography and ECG in a provincial general hospital serving a broad socio-economic sector. The results were in agreement with those of other studies, viz. that routine investigation may be worthwhile only in older patients. Routine chest radiographs showed an overall positive yield of 6%; 17% in those over 60 years but only 2% in those under 60 years. Routine ECGs showed a positive yield of 7% overall; 7.4% in those older than 40 years and 4.5% in those under 40 years. Investigations indicated by history or physical examination had a significantly greater yield: 34% for chest radiography and 31% for ECGs. Positive results of indicated investigations were more evenly spread across the age groups. The pre-eminence of clinical skills in determining which patients require special investigations is reaffirmed.